Urban Agriculture in Nantes

When farmers meet cityzens

Olivier Durand – Vegetables farmer
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Potager de la Cantine

*Ile de Nantes - Nantes*

Year: 2016

Surface: 960 m² on bitumen

Production: salads (7,000 in 2017) cucumbers, basils, mints...

Selling: Nearby restaurant La Cantine du Voyage à Nantes (20 meters)

Multifunction: agriculture and tourism
Ferme Saint Médard

Doulon - Nantes

Year: 2018

Surface: 10 000 m², soil reactivation

Production: diversity of vegetables and fruits

Selling: Farm market

Multifunction: agriculture and research
Ferme Saint Médard

Doulon - Nantes

Year: 2018

Surface: 10 000 m², soil reactivation

Production: diversity of vegetables and fruits

Selling: Farm market

Multifunction: agriculture and research
5 Ponts / 5 Bridges

*Ile de Nantes - Nantes*

**Year:** 2020

**Surface:** 1,000 m² roof top + 3,000 m² nearby integrated in urban planning

**Production:** microgreen, young plant, mushroom

**Selling:** locally

**Multifunction:** agriculture, social and neighborhood dynamic
Climax

Montaigne - Angers

Year: 2021

Surface: 1 000 m² roof top + rehabilitation surface nearby

Production: not yet define

Selling:

Multifunction: agriculture and neighborhood dynamic
Conclusions
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